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1. abando n (bir yeri, kişiyi veya şeyi) terketmek

• He claimed that his parents had abondened him.

  (bir aktiviteyi veya işi) bitirmeden bırakmak = 

give up 

• The authorities have abandoned any attempt to rescue the 

miners.

      
2. abbreviate (bir kelimeyi veya bir yazıyı) kısaltmak = 

shorten  

• He abbreviated his first name to Alec.

      
3. abduct bir kişiyi kaçırmak = kidnap 

• The man was accused of abducting the little girl. 

      
4. abnormal garip, normalden farklı

• My sister has an abnormal fear of dogs.

      
5. abolish (bir sistemi veya uygulamayı) resmi olarak 

sonlandırmak

• Many people are against abolishing the death penalty.

      
6. abort (bir süreci, planı veya aktiviteyi henüz 

tamamlanmadan) durdurmak = stop

• The soldiers were told to abort the mission.

      
7. abrupt ani = sudden

• Her plan to live abroad came to an abrupt end when she got 

pregnant.

      
8. absence (bir yerde) bulunmama, mevcut olmama

X presence 

• Many people wanted to see you in your absence.

      
9. absolutely tamamen

• You were absolutely right when you objected to the plan.

• There is absolutely no difference between these two ideas.

      
10. absorb emmek, içine almak = soak up

• Plants absorb carbon dioxide from the air and moisture 

from the soil.

      
11. abstain (from) yapmamak, yapmaktan kaçınmak 

• His doctor told him to abstain from drinking and smoking.

      
12. abstract soyut, gerçek olaylara veya şeylere 

dayanmayan = theoretical

• It is not easy to agree on abstract principles such as justice.

      
13. abundant büyük miktarda = plentiful

• Birds are abundant in this region especially in summer.

      
14. abusively kötü ve şiddet içeren bir şekilde

• He behaved abusively towards his wife and children.

  kaba ve aşağılayıcı bir şekilde

• The caregiver was accused of not adequately feeding the 

old man and speaking abusively to him.

      
15. bachelor bekar

• My brother remained bachelor for a long time till he got 

married last summer.

  (sadece ünvanlarda ve bazı kalıp 

kullanımlarda)üniversite mezunu kişi

• He graduated with a bachelor’s degree in philosophy. 

      
16. background arka plan, bir şeyin arkasındaki manzara veya 

görünüm

• He is a powerful person but he prefers to remain in the 

background.

      
17. bail kefalet, teminat

• The man was freed on bail and he started to work again.

      
18. bake fırında pişirmek veya pişmek

• I need to learn to bake cakes.

• The bread is baking in the oven right now.

      
19. balance denge, denge durumu

• The medicines you are taking may affect your balance.

• The ecological balance of the forest is at risk. 

      
20. bald saçsız, kel

• I can see my father’s bald head in the crowd.

      
21. ban yasak, yasaklamak = prohibit

• The authorities declared a ban on smoking in all public 

places.

• He was banned from driving for three years.

      
22. band şerit, bant, kurdele

• All the patients in this hospital wear a wrist-band with their 

name and details on it.

   müzik topluluğu

• He was a drummer in a famous rock band.

      
23. calamity felaket, afet, bela = disaster

• Many people were killed in the calamity.

• Many people describe drugs as the greatest calamity of our 

age.

      
24. calculate hesaplamak = compute

• Have you calculated the result?
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25. calf buzağı, yavru inek; fil gibi iri hayvanların 

yavrusu

• Calves are reared to become adult cattle or are slaughtered 

for their meat.

   baldır

• As I was suffering from a calf injury, I could not play in the 

game. 

      
26. can metal kap, teneke kutu

• There were empty beer cans all over the floor.

      
27. cancellation iptal, iptal etme

• Many passengers suffered delays and cancellations on 

planes, trains, ferries and buses last week.

• There have been some cancellations, so now you can come 

on the trip.

      
28. candid içten, dürüst, samimi

• I haven’t been completely candid with him during the 

conversation.

      
29. candidate aday, bir sınava giren kimse

• I was the strongest candidate for the job.

• If you are overweight, you are a candidate for hypertension.

      
30. capable yeterlikli, yapabilen, elinden gelen

• She is capable of telling a lie easily.

• Her husband was such a fine, capable man.

      
31. capital başkent

• Paris is the capital of France. 

  büyük harf

• You must use capital letters while filling in this form.

  kapital, sermaye

• We need more capital to start this business.

      
32. capsize alabora olmak, devrilip ters dönmek

= overturn 

• The boat capsized and all the people fell into the water. 

      
33. captivity esaret, tutsaklık 

• Some animals live longer in captivity.

      
34. capture yakalamak, esir almak

• The guerrillas shot down one aeroplane and captured the 

pilot.

      
35. career meslek, kariyer 

• I began my career as a teacher in 1990 and I have been 

working since then.

      
36. carriage vagon = car 

• We travelled in the carriage at the very back of the train.

  atlı araba, binek arabası 

• The two presidents went to the palace in an open carriage.

      
37. cartoon karikatür

• A cartoon is usually humorous and appears in a newspaper 

or a periodical.

  çizgi film

• I still like watching Donald Duck cartoons.

      
38. carve yontmak, oymak 

• The statue was carved out of wood.

      
39. case belli bir durum, olay, vaziyet

• The man said he was a doctor but actually this was not the 

case.

  dava, hukuk davası

• The case will come to work in a few months. 

      
40. cast atmak, fırlatmak

• The fisherman cast his line into the river.

      
41. casual rahat, sıradan, kayıtsız

• I don’t like your casual attitude to your work.

  gündelik, rahat  X formal

• I bought some casual clothes for the weekend.

      
42. casualty (savaş ve kazalar için) zayiat, yaralanan veya 

ölen kişi

• Soldiers fired on demonstrators and caused many 

casualties.

      
43. catastrophe felaket, facia = disaster

• The country was experiencing a major financial catastrophe.

      
44. cautious dikkatli, tedbirli

• I used to trust everyone but now I am more cautious.

      
45. cease durdurmak, sona erdirmek = stop, halt

• Fighting between the two grups has now ceased.

      
46. celebrity ünlü kişi = star

• Once upon a time, children aspired to be teachers, bankers 

and doctors. Now they just want to be celebrities.

      
47. cell (biyoloji) hücre 

• The human body is made up of cells.

  (hapishane) hücre

• He spent the rest of his life in a prison cell.

      
48. cemetery mezarlık = graveyard

• James Bond’s creator Ian Fleming is buried in 

Sevenhampton cemetery, Swindon.

      
49. censor sansürden geçirmek, sansür uygulamak

• The military-backed government has heavily censored the 

news.

      
50. centrally merkezi, merkeze yakın olan

• While in London, we stayed in a centrally located hotel.
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A. Match the words with their defi nitions.
 

1. abandon ____ a. to officially stop a person or people from doing something

2. abort ____ b. overturn in the water

3. absorb ____ c. to make an object or shape by cutting wood or stone

4. abrupt ____ d. to stop; come or bring to an end

5. ban ____ e. to leave someone, something or somewhere

6. candid ____ f. someone injured or killed in an accident or war

7. capsize ____ g. the beginning of the day, when it begins to get light 

8. carve ____ h. an event that causes a lot of damage or makes a lot of people suffer

9. casualty ____ i. honest, especially about something unpleasant or embarrassing

10. cease ____ j. to take in liquid, gas, or heat and hold it

11. catastrophe ____ k. a famous person, especially in entertainment business or sport

12. dawn ____ l. sudden and unexpected, often in an unpleasant way

13. capture ____ m. one of the people competing in an election 

14. candidate ____ n. to catch someone so that they become your prisoner

15. celebrity ____ o. to stop a process before it has finished

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words below.
 

abort

balance

casual

abandon

 bake

calculate

abolish

capable centrally

capital

abundant cautious

absolutely

capture case

1. John had a very diffi cult childhood since his father _______________ him when he was six years old. 

2. According to studies, people with higher levels of fi tness are _______________ of handling stress 

more effectively than those who are less fi t. 

3. Millions of dollars were invested in this project; nonetheless, the technical problems forced the 

engineers to _______________ the mission. 

4. This type is a popular fabric normally associated with _______________ or outdoor wear. 

5. There is a great deal of debate about the advantages and disadvantages of _______________ all 

tariffs and adopting worldwide free trade. 

6. People with sensitive skin have to be _______________ about using products they prefer.  

7. Carbon is a naturally _______________ non-metallic element which forms the basis of most living 

organisms. 

8. There are a few different methods you can use to _______________ your average monthly expenses.
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9. Panoramic images, including those which are _______________ by digital panoramic cameras are 

either substantially taller or wider than standard images.  

10. When ear infections prevent one or both of the ears from functioning correctly, a child may lose his 

_______________ and experience dizziness. 

11. There are some _______________ where a simple painkiller can alleviate serious headaches. 

12. _______________ punishment is the practice of executing prisoners after they are convicted of a very 

serious crime.

13. In general, antibiotic use is considered very safe and _______________ necessary for the treatment of 

a variety of illnesses. 

14. Located _______________ in the city of Milwaukee, the America’s Black Holocust Museum was 

created to remember those who suffered and died because of racial discrimination.

15. The potato skin contains all the vitamins and nutrients, whereas the inside is basically just starch. 

Therefore, it is best to _______________ a potato with the skin intact when preparing potatoes for a 

meal.

C. Circle the correct word that completes each sentence meaningfully.

1. According to researches, when children witness parental maltreatment, they are more likely to behave 

---- as adults. 

centrally / abusively

2. An infant can’t think in ---- terms like an adult can because it has not reached an advanced stage of 

cognitive development. 

abstract / abrupt  

3. The ---- of the concert was a huge disappointment for the singer’s fans, who had been waiting for him 

for hours. 
cancellation / carriage 

4. Some of the best-known ---- fan clubs today are for musicians or movie stars. 

bachelor / celebrity 

5. One of the worst ---- in Turkey took place in 1999, when an earthquake measuring six-point-seven on 

the Richter scale struck the industrialised town of İzmit. 

calamities / backgrounds  

6. One way to understand the violence that occurred in the First World War is to examine the number of 

---- though the exact fi gures are still disputed. 

careers / casualties

7. CPR is a life-saving method that is used in emergency situations where a person’s heart has ---- 
beating. 
ceased / capsized

8. Some bacteria types are ---- of surviving or even thriving in the coldest environments like polar regions.

capable / candid

9. All life forms, except for viruses, are made up of ----, which are the smallest metabolically functional 

units. 
cells / bans 

10. Despite the widespread assumption that drinking alcohol is an integral part of growing up, young 

people should ---- from drinking heavily.

absorb / abstain 
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D. Choose the synonyms of the words.

1.
abundant 

A) outrageous B) gentle C) energetic D) plentiful

2.
abolish 

A) stabilize B) eliminate C) encounter D) inhabit

3.
ban 

A) pick B) refl ect C) argue D) forbid

4.
casual 

A) comfortable B) adverse C) notable D) apparent

5.
calamity 

A) stuff B) disaster C) weight D)  adventure

6.
cease    

A)  cry B)  yell C)  end D)  produce

7.
abstain 

A)  decrease B)  identify      C)  edit D)  avoid   

E. Complete the sentences with the help of the letters given.

1. People who earn a b_______________ of science in information technology study both the technical 

fi eld of computer science and the business fi elds of management and communication. 

2. Worldwide production for all beverage c_______________ is approximately 475 billion per year 

worldwide. 

3. I have been attending a language course for a couple of months with a group of students from very 

different b_______________.  

4. If your dog exhibits a_______________ behaviours suddenly, you should fi rst consult a veterinarian to  

understand whether it has a health problem. 

5. The minister’s son was a_______________ by some terrorists last week and they are demanding a £5 

million ransom. 

6. Because the boss is going to the United States, Mark will be in charge in his a_______________. 

7. In music, a musical b_______________ is a group of musicians that works together to perform music. 

8. In order to have a c_______________ in computer programming, you will need to complete a formal 

education programme which is available at a wide range of universities. 
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LET’S REMEMBER!

Complete the following dialogue and paragraph with a suitable word from the word list of this session.

In 1865, the United States

(1) ____________ slavery with 

the 13th amendment to the United 

States Constitution. However, the 

abolishment of human slavery was 

(2) ____________ a long and diffi cult 

process spanning nearly a century 

from the time of the country’s founding. 

There are (3) ____________ factors 

bringing it to an end, most of which fall 

under economic developments, various 

forms of activism, political action, and 

the Civil War of 1860. Also, a more

well-known factor that led to the 

abolishment of slavery was the 

abolitionist movement that was

(4) ____________ infl uential in the 19th

century.

Besides, it took months 
for the government to 

(3)____________ the 
exact property damage.

You’re absolutely right. 
It caused almost 2000 

(2)____________ and 
hundreds more were missing 

for months after the hurricane.

Well, as far as I 
remember, most of the 
damage was primarily 
focused in Louisiana 

and Mississippi.

h
fo

Hurricane Katrina, 
which hit the US a few 
years ago, was a(n) (1)

____________  event in 
many aspects. 

Tony

Tina
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A. Match the words with their defi nitions.
 

1. fake ____ a.  not allowed by the law

2. ignite ____ b. not to give attention to something or someone

3. gap ____ c. not real, but made to look or seem real

4. keen ____ d. to give more information or examples to explain something

5. habit ____ e. a break or hole in an object or between two objects

6. illiterate ____ f. a temporary or permanent stop in a process

7. ignore ____ g. to get something useful, advantageous or positive 

8. gain ____ h. a settled tendency or usual manner of behaviour

9. gather ____ i. to recognize someone and be able to say who they are 

10. illustrate ____ j. to start to burn or make something start to burn

11. faith ____ k. unable to read and write

12. habitat ____ l. wanting to do something very much

13. halt ____ m. to come together in a group

14. identify ____ n. the natural environment in which an animal or plant usually lives

15. illegal ____ o. strong belief in or trust of someone or something

B. Complete each sentence with one of the words below. 
 

halt

identify

handicap

gadget

jealous

illegible

faith

labour lack

identity

illegal gasp

identical

habitat fake

1. Of all _______________ drugs, this type is one of the most addictive and lethal.

2. You may not have a strong _______________ in him, but almost everyone at the offi ce believes he is 

the perfect candidate for such a post.

3. A snake bite can be _______________ by one or two puncture wounds with visible bruising, bleeding 

and painful swelling in the area of the bite.

4. The writings on the manuscript are so _______________ that a specialist was called to analyse them.

5. Certain chest infections cause individuals to _______________ for air and make loud coughing noises 

as they are trying to breathe. 

6. A number of changes can occur in the natural environment during a drought. For example, the 

landscape may change radically as plants, trees, and shrubs die from _______________ of water.

7. Linda is extremely _______________ of her close friends, which I think is a feeling she must control 

strictly.
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8. In spite of the search, the police offi cers haven’t been able to fi nd out the _______________ of the 

killer yet.

9. Not knowing the traditions of the Japanese people was a(n) _______________ to me when I fi rst 

began to live with a Japanese family.

10. The traffi c came to an abrupt _______________ in the afternoon when a small truck fl ipped over and 

caught fi re.

11. The result of my blood test is _______________ with the one carried out last Friday, so the doctor 

advised me to go on using these medications. 

12. Manual _______________ has been increasingly replaced by machines after the introduction of new 

technologies in industry. 

13. Men who love technology are typically easy to buy for since they often appreciate any type of 

_______________ that is new and useful.

14. Counterfeiting, or the production of _______________ money, has been a problem virtually since the 

fi rst currencies appeared in the world.

15. Most _______________ for lions include semi-arid plains, thick brush, and wide savannah grasslands.

C. Circle the correct word that completes each sentence meaningfully.

1. There are some groups in our neighbourhood who engage in ---- activities such as drug traffi cking and 

the police are not doing anything to stop them. 

illegal / laborious    

2. ---- are sayings that mean something other than the literal meaning of the specifi c words they entail. 

Illusions / Idioms 

3. According to research, as of 2011, there are nearly 800 million ---- adults around the world, in countries 

like Bangladesh, China, Ethiopia, India and Egypt. 

illiterate / fake 

4. The hurricane moving towards the coastal areas have ---- fl ights in some parts of the United States for 

nearly 24 hours. 

hampered / idolized  

5. ---- a better understanding of other cultures can help you to enrich your own understanding of the world 

and how others see it. 

Lacking / Gaining 

6. Most home security systems include motion detector lights that are programmed to ---- when an object 

passes through the path of the sensors beams. 

illuminate / gasp 

7. Many people hold the belief that it is bad luck to walk under a ---- without understanding its origin in 

superstition. 

lace / ladder  

8. If a student feels he is ---- by his teacher, his performance may decrease as a result. 

ignored / ignited

9. The consumption of some plants may cause, ---- and physical disturbances. 

hallucination / gauge 

10. If you want to learn more about our company, this organizational chart ---- the structure of it in terms of 

relationships among personnel or departments. 

ignores / illustrates 
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D. Choose the synonyms of the words.

1.
fake 

A) old B) vivid C) counterfeit D) stable 

2.
ignite 

A) solve B) light C) say D) obey

3.
illegal

A) unlawful B) talented C) radical D) sanitary 

4.
illuminate 

A) imagine B) end C) scatter  D)  brighten

5.
hamper 

A) pacify B) settle C) inhibit D) attack

6.
halt

A) interruption B) ignorance C) allowance  D) approval  

7.
illustrate 

A)  mind B)  exhibit C) tear D) implement 

E. Complete the sentences with the help of the letters given.

1. Medical conditions, especially high fevers and dehydration, commonly cause h_______________ in 

kids.

2. An armed g_______________ attempted to rob the national bank the other day but they were caught 

by the police.

3. This type of g_______________ must be dry-cleaned only or else its colour may fade.  

4. In order to keep down l_______________ costs, the company is not going to give a pay rise to 

anybody this year.

5. There are lots of kitchen g_______________ to help one cook delicious meals.  

6. In the wild, fl amingos form huge colonies along l_______________, shorelines, and wetland areas. 

7. Slander occurs when another person uses the spoken word to spread f_______________ about you 

and this has a negative effect on your reputation.

8. The most common and well-known farm m_______________ is the tractor which is used to pull a 

variety of farm machines and equipment. 

9. When someone smokes, brain chemistry is fundamentally altered and smoking becomes a 

h_______________ through repeated sessions.

10. The information included on a nutrition l_______________ is standardized for all packaged foods.
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LET’S REMEMBER!

Complete the following dialogue and paragraph with a suitable word from the word list of this session.

I know some people who 
(1)____________ a huge 
amount of money through 

online (2)____________. 
What about it?

Well, that’s too risky.
As well as earning money, 

you can also lose a lot 
if it becomes a regular 
(3)____________ of 

yours.

I k l h

Do you know 
any ways to earn 

money through the 
Internet?

Well, that’s too risky.
well as earning money

Well, you can open an 
online shopping site 

or become a freelance 
web designer.

Martin 
Alice

A gang is a group of people who 

share a(n) (1) ____________ 

and a common purpose. The 

term has come to be associated 

specifi cally with street gangs, 

who organize for the purpose 

of (2) ____________ activities 

which may vary from inciting 

confl ict with other gangs to (3) 

____________ money through 

selling drugs. Defi ning a gang 

can be diffi cult, as the term has 

often a changing meaning. As 

a general rule, most defi nitions 

include the idea that a gang 

is organized in some way, 

often with clear leaders and a 

hierarchy, and that the members 

(4) ____________ to socialize 

and carry out various activities 

on a regular basis. Gangs can 

be organized based on ethnicity, 

culture, class, religion, or 

another common thread which 

allows people to fi nd something 

of interest in each other.
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1. A solar ---- occurs when the Moon passes 
between Earth and the Sun, thereby obscuring 
Earth’s view of  the Sun totally or partially.

A)  acquaintance B)  adjustment
C)  majority  D)  objection
 E)  eclipse

2. A new India arose above demographic 
distinctions to unite peoples of  various 
geographic, economic, ethnic, linguistic and 
religious ----.

A)  anecdotes B)  blazes
C)  backgrounds D)  races
 E)  consumptions

3. Voting is used in democratic elections, in 
which the options are ---- for public offi  ce, and 
the preferences of  the citizens determine who 
gets to hold those offi  ces.

A)  capitals  B)  tailors
C)  sections  D)  differences
 E)  candidates

4. It is a good idea to think about and even 
reorganize your ---- periodically even if  you 
have a decent job.

A)  career  B)  fluency
C)  passion  D)  objection
 E)  inversion

5. Authorities will assess the ---- and draw 
up plans to prevent secondary disasters or 
evacuations.

A)  damage  B)  lack
C)  freight  D)  gamble
 E)  irrigation

6. Before you buy a kitchen ---- such as a blender 
or cheese-slicer, you had better make sure it 
doesn’t end up collecting dust in a dark corner 
of  your cupboard.

A)  garment  B)  imitation
C)  gadget  D)  implication
 E)  knob

7. Adult frogs are characterised by long hind 
legs, a short body, webbed digits, protruding 
eyes and the ---- of  a tail.

A)  oasis  B)  majority
C)  absence  D)  impression
 E)  ailment

8. When it comes to breaking bad ----, experts 
say it’s essential to regain your ability to make 
a choice about that action.

A)  idioms  B)  habits
C)  insults  D)  mansions
 E)  labour

9. In a world of  internet banking and shopping 
fast becoming commonplace, thieves trying to 
steal one’s ---- now have a faster and quicker 
way of  doing it.

A)  debt  B)  legislation
C)  miracle  D)  narration
 E)  identity

10. Experts say that immigrants to developed 
countries lower the hourly ---- of  native-born 
workers.

A)  wages  B)  editions
C)  observations D)  patterns
 E)  locations
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37. Those to whom depression is just a ---- 
defi ned condition may be surprised by the 
variety of  the disease.

A)  rarely  B)  painfully
C)  marvellously D)  portably
 E)  vaguely 

38. The court approved a record number of  
requests to search or ---- on suspected 
criminals last year.

A)  eavesdrop B)  oblige
C)  idolize  D)  persist
 E)  overtake

39. While spam is, fortunately, not as frightening 
as super-bugs, there’s a way to ---- it from 
your email account before downloading it.

A)  decay  B)  overlap
C)  eject  D)  own
 E)  outline

40. A good teacher must benefi t from various 
methods for ---- introductions in classrooms 
and warm-ups for leading into topics.

A)  facilitating B)  damaging
C)  editing  D)  omitting
 E)  overcharging

41. When approached for a new job, set up a 
meeting to discuss the scope of  the work, 
and be sure to ---- as much information as 
possible.

A)  sacrifice  B)  gather
C)  offend  D)  refrain
 E)  overthrow

42. One could spend hours ---- the markets of  
İstanbul’s shopping districts since there are a 
lot around.

A)  halting  B)  refunding
C)  instructing D)  wandering
 E)  paraphrasing

43. In the early 1500s, priests cooperated with 
soldiers and managed to ---- the natives of   
South America with Christianity, not violence.

A)  apply  B)  pacify
C)  amuse  D)  hinder
 E)  pause

44. The president of  Nigeria has said the federal 
government is taking measures to ensure 
massive agricultural production to ---- the 
food crisis in the country.

A)  label  B)  illuminate
C)  remain  D)  tackle
 E)  peel

45. A senior Turkish diplomat called on 
Armenians not to ---- their children with 
hatred and put behind historic hostility 
between the two countries.

A)  oblige  B)  resemble
C)  rush  D)  raise
 E)  permit

46. Infl ation over the 12-month period ---- from 
11.10 per cent in March 2021 to 33.96 per cent 
in April 2022.

A)  gambled  B)  rotated
C)  persuaded D)  yielded
 E)  ranged 

47. British Mediterranean Airways, in a move to 
---- its parking privileges at Heathrow airport, 
is fl ying their aircraft sometimes without any 
passengers six days a week.

A)  maintain  B)  raise
C)  wrap  D)  purify
 E)  pierce

48. The way in which some of  the largest media 
companies are acquiring social networking 
websites ---- the importance of  these websites.

A)  illustrates  B)  ignites
C)  purchases  D)  hosts
 E)  praises

49. ---- in an after-school club reduces children’s 
risks of  becoming involved in drugs or 
alcohol, or committing crimes.

A)  Gasping  B)  Settling
C)  Guiding  D)  Trusting
 E)  Participating 

50. A recent PC World article highlights a recent 
trend to engage the users to help ---- and 
classify threats rather than relying on the 
seller to make all the decisions.

A)  identify  B)  validate
C)  trade  D)  flatter
 E)  shuffle
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1. We have seen many mass ---- incidents in 
recent times and our goal is to better prepare 
the city’s emergency personnel.

A)  habitat  B)  footprint 
C)  parade  D)  casualty
 E)  shutter

2. Without a ----, the motivation of  workers to 
do a task is small to nonexistent. We should 
prepare everything in advance.

A)  mankind  B)  paradox 
C)  tram  D)  deadline
 E)  metaphor

3. There is a hotly contested political and 
public ---- over attempts to reduce or reverse 
future global warming, and how to cope with 
possible consequences.

A)  scale  B)  admission
C)  enigma  D)  alleviation 
 E)  debate

4. Over the next two ----, our country as a 
whole will enjoy unprecedented growth and 
prosperity, said the Prime Minister.

A)  taps  B)  episodes
C)  events  D)  decades
 E)  excuses

5. When the police inspector lifted the carpet’s 
---- and saw blood stains on the fl oor, he 
arrested the suspect.

A)  edge  B)  facility
C)  forgery  D)  instalment
 E)  warden

6. The main ---- of  the Dolmabahçe Palace has a 
defi nite fl avour of  elegance which is diffi  cult to 
go unnoticed.

A)  facade  B)  intermission
C)  labour  D)  ration
 E)  involvement

7. In the USA, issues of  ---- and religion come to 
the forefront quite often during elections and 
presidential campaigns. 

A)  landscape B)  faith
C)  mansion  D)  quotation
 E)  introduction

8. As an eff ective approach for engaging students 
in communicating, negotiating and
decision-making, learning based on ---- has 
spread from language teaching to other 
disciplines. 

A)  rebels  B)  turmoils
C)  witnesses  D)  tasks
 E)  sanctions

9. For many of  us, the most important factor 
in considering a job off er is ----, whereas for 
others job security is of  primary importance. 

A)  width  B)  safety
C)  salary  D)  oath
 E)  posture

10. Three laws designed to outlaw Internet ---- are 
now being considered by the US Congress. 

A)  saving  B)  temptation
C)  threat  D)  obligation
 E)  gambling

11. Westinghouse and Panasonic used picture 
framing techniques to create an ---- that turns 
the television into nothing more than a large 
painting. 

A)  absence  B)  eternity
C)  illusion  D)  inversion
 E)  irritation

12. It’s common for a customer to express several 
---- before he makes the decision to buy, so a 
good salesperson must learn to be patient. 

A)  layers  B)  objections
C)  plots  D)  requirements
 E)  failures
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39. The new model fell far short of  sales 
expectations, and the company ---- it only two 
years later. 

A)  identified B)  imitated
C)  cancelled D)  imported 
 E)  illuminated

40. The quiz show presented by a famous actor 
was ---- during its fi rst season when it ranked 
last in ratings. 

A)  implied  B)  mocked
C)  noted  D)  aborted
 E)  lacked

41. A bill that would ---- employers and insurance 
companies from using genetic information to 
make hiring decisions passed in the Senate. 

A)  obey  B)  point
C)  recall  D)  race
 E)  ban

42. For the body to use food for energy and 
building materials, the food must fi rst be 
digested into molecules that are ---- and 
transported to cells. 

A)  absorbed  B)  refunded
C)  related  D)  glued
 E)  ignored

43. A cash machine that ---- ended up giving out 
around $70,000 in cash and a couple managed 
to get nearly half  of  it. 

A)  grasped  B)  correlated
C)  malfunctioned D)  attended
 E)  ignited

44. Anthracite coal is diffi  cult to ----, but is 
practically smokeless when burned properly. 

A)  arouse  B)  blame
C)  gamble  D)  ignite
 E)  label

45. The secretary was asked to ---- the documents 
and save them in a hard drive periodically but 
unfortunately she didn't do it and now they 
can't fi nd any documents.

A)  fuss  B)  migrate
C)  overlook  D)  raid
 E)  scan

46. Security forces continued chasing some 
militants in the northern cities of  the country 
on Thursday, ---- 275 suspects, offi  cials said. 

A)  overtaking B)  patronizing
C)  sneaking  D)  scaling
 E)  capturing

47. Infl ation is unlikely to ---- in the coming weeks 
as several factors like high crude oil prices 
and hot weather will continue to impact the 
price situation. 

A)  span  B)  threaten
C)  ease  D)  undermine
 E)  validate

48. During the protest meeting in Paris yesterday, 
shouts ---- through the streets while a lot of  
people were marching. 

A)  unified  B)  echoed
C)  skimmed  D)  narrated
 E)  decayed

49. It is obviously wrong for us not to listen to 
our bodies and to ---- symptoms we may be 
experiencing. 

A)  motivate  B)  distribute
C)  cease  D)  ignore
 E)  migrate

50. Professional historians have to struggle 
against diff erences in facts. When they fi nd 
discrepancies, they look for other sources to   
---- disputed facts. 

A)  validate  B)  disrupt
C)  cohere  D)  liberate
 E)  cast
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1. Using a dental sealant, a thin plastic coating, 
is a safe, painless and low-cost way to protect 
your child’s teeth from ----. 

A)  junk  B)  insult
C)  famine  D)  fever
 E)  decay

2. Giving organs and tissues upon ---- is a 
generous act that helps save the lives of  many, 
and helps others to recover their health. 

A)  flavour  B)  decease
C)  location  D)  nuisance
 E)  carriage

3. Because learning comes easy to gifted 
children, they may not learn the value of  ----, 
yet without it, even the smartest person may 
not be successful. 

A)  effort  B)  muscle
C)  mortality  D)  metaphor
 E)  calamity

4. Unintentional weight ---- is an increase in 
body weight that occurs when a person takes 
in more calories than the body needs or uses, 
causing increased fat storage. 

A)  means  B)  loss
C)  gain  D)  legacy
 E)  absorption

5. The workplace pay ---- between men and 
women, once thought to be narrowing, has 
only been getting worse, according to an 
analysis of  recently released census data. 

A)  licence  B)  manuscript
C)  jealousy  D)  gap
 E)  captivity

6. Although for many purposes it is convenient to 
think of  a(n) ---- as having distinct north and 
south poles, the concept of  poles should not be 
taken literally. 

A)  investment B)  enhancement
C)  fairness  D)  magnet
 E)  interruption

7. Although there are many things that damage a 
marriage, ---- of  respect for one another is the 
most destructive one. 

A)  error  B)  excess
C)  motion  D)  lack
 E)  labour

8. Humans are the only primates that don’t have 
pigment in the ---- of  their hands. 

A)  muscles  B)  odours
C)  petals  D)  packs
 E)  palms

9. Part of  being a responsible ---- owner is doing 
everything within your power to ensure your 
pet’s good health. 

A)  pioneer  B)  raid
C)  parrot  D)  spot
 E)  rack

10. Being guided by fi xed ----, trains are uniquely 
susceptible to collision since they frequently 
operate at speeds that do not enable them to 
stop quickly. 

A)  stairs  B)  rails
C)  samples  D)  volumes
 E)  winds

11. It is not known precisely when horse riders 
fi rst began to use some sort of  protection, but 
a blanket was probably the fi rst ----. 

A)  wool  B)  yield
C)  context  D)  saddle
 E)  pair

12. Fresh air, breathtaking ---- and outdoor 
activities are the main attractions of  New 
Zealand, with a tremendously friendly, honest 
and helpful population. 

A)  consensus B)  extract
C)  scenery  D)  innovation
 E)  sacrifice
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